Security
Servicad Email Manager

Secure, reliable email service can make all the difference when it
comes to employee productivity, especially in today’s frantic economy.
Servicad can help you find an email solution that protects your organization from viruses and spam, like our cloud-based Email Manager.
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Servicad Email Manager is a gateway email appliance that checks
every email for spam and viruses without requiring new server or

SERVICAD EMAIL
MANAGER

desktop software. By preventing harmful, offensive and costly
emails from entering your employee’s inboxes, you can improve
productivity, simplify your email maintenance and reduce costs.

KEY FEATURES

HIGHLIGHTS

MONITOR & DOCUMENT EMAIL USE



Email security and anti-spam protection re-

Servicad offers email monitoring services, allowing

quires no special hardware or software to

you to track statistics for email traffic, spam, vi-

install

ruses, senders, recipients and more.
AUTOMATE REGULATORY COMPLIANCE



Email spooling for up to 30 days to improve
business continuity in the event of a server

Automatically add signatures and disclaimers to

outage

your outbound mail, to ensure that your messages
are always effective and compliant.
MULTILAYER FILTERING



Tools for email policy management, including content filtering for both incoming and
outgoing mail

Our leading anti-spam technology scans all of your
email for viruses and malware in real time. Potentially malicious emails are then tagged, quarantined or deleted. Our filtering system has a high
accuracy rate and continuously improves over
time, as it identifies email patterns and trusted
contacts.



Improves mail server and network performance

WHY CHOOSE
SERVICADE EMAIL
MANAGER

Traditional anti-spam solutions are often expensive to manage,
maintain, and upgrade and on-site deployment models introduce
additional points of failure and require more on-site labor and expertise. Servicad Email Manager is a cloud email security solution
that delivers comprehensive protection from spam, viruses and
more, while ensuring email visibility and control for administrators
and dynamic, per-user filtering for employees.

KEY FEATURES

HIGHLIGHTS

AFFORDABLE



Includes McAfee Anti-virus



Inbound and outbound scanning



Spam filtering



Virus and phishing scanning



Policy and content filtering



SMTP management



Receipt verification (with Exchange)



Logging and reporting



Automatic updates



Remote backup of configuration files



Outbound signatures and disclaimers

By preventing spam and other dangerous emails
from reaching your employee’s inboxes, you can increase productivity and save on costly maintenance.
RELIABLE
Your service is hosted in world-class data centres to
eliminate outages and other ongoing management
concerns.
SECURE
Our Email Manager leverages the cloud to give you
always-on protection. With high accuracy rates and
updates applied every 15 minutes, Servicad Email
Manager offers the best possible protection against
all of the latest threats in the industry.

